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Piano chords that go together

IntroductionWhat is a chord? A chord consists of three or more notes (or keys) that are pressed simultaneously on a piano. Before you learn how to play the big chords on a piano, it is important that you know the keys of a piano and their names or labels. The white buttons are in the button of C and natural buttons
without sharpness or apartments. Sharps = and Flats=b. Apart from that, the black keys are referred to as displacement signs, which contain the sharpness and the apartments. Starting with the thumb on the center C, the white keys go as follows: C, D, E, F, G, A, B and C (repeat throughout the piano). The black keys go
c(Db), D'(Eb), F'(Gb), G'(Ab), A(Bb). Although Medium C is hard to see in the picture above, it is the first C in the middle of a piano (typically where the name or brand of the piano is printed). To play a chord, always use your thumb, middle finger and pinky. Large chords have a specific set of notes that must be used to
play it properly: the root (0), main third (that is 4 semitones above the root), and finally the fifth, which completes the chord and it is 7 semitones above the root. Half Steps and Whole StepsThe half and whole step concept is another important thing you should know before you start playing. Each note is a fixed distance
from the next and they form a repetitive pattern: (whole, whole, half, whole, whole, half). The distance between the first two notes of a main scale is a whole step (e.B. the distance between A and B), because there is a note between them, i.e. they consist of two half steps. An example of half a step is the distance
between B and C (two white keys), because there are no other notes that lie between them. Above is a picture of the keys listed along with the name of your note. Use this reference later if you have trouble playing one of the chords. Above, I also included a keyboard with numbers, if it's easier for some to learn this way,
rather than with notes. I apologize in advance if it is hard to see in some pictures where my fingers are placed or if they look unpleasant. I really tried to emphasize the fact that you only have your thumb, middle finger and pink... not your index and ring fingers. In each image under my left hand is shown first, and then my
right. Unfortunately, I couldn't find a picture with the converged (black keys) with the name, so if I labeled the keys below with numbers, then only for the white keys, i.e. keys that are not next to them (e.B. right hand; 1 (thumb)=C key, 3 (middle)=E key, etc.). Instead of going 1-12, as the image above is labeled, I started
C as 1 and than 7, and then the next C-sequence is back at 1. I tried my best to make it as clear as possible. C major is the easiest and easiest chord to play. Since it is a C chord, the root (where your thumb goes right and pinky for the left hand) is on the note C. Start with both hands in the middle of the with the thumb of
your right hand on the center C, and the pink of your left hand on the C (7 buttons on the left), where the thumb of your right hand is on the center C). For the left hand, its first finger (pinky) goes to C(1), 3th finger (center) to E(3) and 5th finger (thumb) to G(5). Then move to your right hand, which should be two buttons
past where the thumb of your left hand is on C. For your right hand, your 1st finger (thumb) goes to C(1), 3rd finger (center) to E(3) and 5th finger (pinky) to G(5). Don't forget the semitones. C-(0), E-Major third (4), G-fifth (7). Before you start a new chord, always make sure your hands get back into that position (center
C). Next, we learn how to play Db Major. This chord uses both the white and black buttons, so if you have any problems, take a look at the image of the labeled keys at the top of the introduction. For you left the start with your Pinky on the root Db (D flat), middle finger on E(3) and your thumb on Ab (A flat). If you switch
to The Right Hand, your 1st finger (thumb) should move to C-script (C-sharp), 3rd (middle) to F(3) and 5th (pink) to G- (G-sharp). To play a D major chord with your left hand, your pinky should be placed on D(2), middle on F and thumb on A(6). To play this chord with the right hand, the thumb presses D(2), the middle
finger on F- and pinky on A(6). Next comes the Eb chord. To play this chord, start with the pinky of your left hand on D, center on G(5) and thumb on A. For your right hand, your thumb should be placed on D, your middle finger on G(5) and your pinky on A-. The fingering for the left E chord is as follows: your pinky on
E(3), the middle finger on G' and the thumb on B(7). For your right hand, your thumb should be placed on E(3), the middle finger on G- and Pinky on B(7). To play the F major chord from the left hand, place your pink on F(4), the middle finger on A(6) and the thumb on C(1). For your right hand, your thumb presses F(4),
medium A(6) and pinky C(1). The next chord is F-chord, it is very similar in F major. In contrast to the F-chord, however, it is only played with black keys. The fingering for the left hand should be as follows: Your Pinky should be on Gb (G flat), Center on Bb (B-Flat) and finally your thumb (5) on Db. For your right hand,
your first finger goes to Gb, center to Bb and five to db. The fingering for the G major chord is as follows: starting with your left pinky on G(5), move to The Center on B(7), and end with the thumb on D(2). For your right hand, start with the thumb on G(5), middle on B(7) and pinky on D(2). From major chord is played by
pressing pinky on G with your left hand, your middle finger C(1), and your on D. Your right thumb should start on G-, the middle finger on C(1) and pinky on D. Next, we learn how to play the A major chord. For your left hand, your first finger (pinky) goes to A(6), the third (middle finger) to C' and the fifth (thumb) to E(3).
Move to the right hand your thumb should be A(6) medium pressing of C and pinky presses E(3). To play the Bb chord, your left pinky (1st finger) should be placed on A, center (3rd finger) on D(2) and the thumb (5th finger) on F(4). For your right hand, start with the thumb (1) on A, followed by your center on D(2) and
pinky on F (4). Finally... B Major! Your left hand fingering should be as follows: your first finger (pinky) on B(7), third finger (middle) on D' and your fifth finger (thumb) on F. For the right hand B major is played with the thumb (1st) on B(7), middle finger (3rd) on D' and Pinky (5th) on F'. Phew! Congratulations on making it! I
know that it can be difficult to play the main chords of the piano, especially when you are new to the instrument. My best advice to you is practice, practice, practice! This is the only way to get better. Once you try to get the spin from it, play all 12 chords in chromatic order starting with C major and ending with B major.
Don't be discouraged if you don't fully understand the concept of chords, or how to read notes first, so I took pictures! Remember to keep practicing, good luck! Chord Electronics Qutest offersIf you want to make the most of your digital music collection, it makes sense to invest in a decent DAC (Digital Analogue
Converter). While DACs are commonplace - you'll find them in any digital audio device with an analog output - most of the challenge of getting the best audio isn't up to the challenge. The majority sounds perfectly adequate, but it can have great sound gains if you use a standalone DAC purpose designed to restore
digital music to something known to original analog waveform.UK hi-fi outfit Chord Electronics for its innovative DACs. This is because the company does not buy standard solutions; it designs itself from the ground up. The Qutest is located at the top end of the DAC market and is a direct replacement for the 2Cute as
part of Chord's Hugo range. It's expensive, certainly, but since it mirrors the technology found in the brand step-up Hugo 2, which sells for twice as much, it can really be interpreted as one of the best bargains in high-end audio. DesignRather compact, the Qutest measures a practical 41 x 160 x 72mm (H/B/D) and
features a beautiful brushed aluminum case with characteristic Infinity Stone LED selectors. The quality of the finish is dreamy. Above is a glass bull's eye with a color-coded sampling rate indicator. Red displays 44.1 kHz PCM data, with colors being cyclical as sampling rates increase. This rainbow interface may look
funny, but it's not particularly intuitive. The input selection is also color-coded, with the polycarbonate input selection button for USB, yellow Red for the two BNC coaxials is white and is illuminated for optical green. The brightness of its LEDs can be changed between high and low by pressing the filter and input buttons at
the same time; Just as good as in a dark room, it's as festive as a Christmas tree. Luckily, its high-end ambitions, there really isn't much involved with the setup. Once powered, the test goes through a short initialization routine, and then you are good to go. Photo credit: Chord Electronics FeaturesThe Qutest offers
extensive sample support: A USB Type-B processes PCM up to 32-bit 768kHz or DSD 512; There is a 24-bit 192 kHz optical digital audio input and two BNC coaxials that extend to 24-bit 384kHz or 768kHz in parallel dual data mode. The latter can be used with Chord's M-Scaler CD Upscaler, which has a matching dual
data output. Useful, but we would like a practical standard coaxial input. Analog output is via asymmetrical phonos, suitable for use with built-in amplifiers, preamplifiers and headphone amplifiers, and source components can typically include CD transports, players, streaming devices, set-top boxes and laptops. The
Qutest is compatible with Mac OS X, Linux and Windows. The Chord website is the place for Windows drivers. Unfortunately, there is no support for MQA decoding. Sorry Tidal fans. Image Credit: TechRadar PerformanceThe only reason to invest in a high-profile DAC like this is to extract more details from your digital
recordings - and there's no question that the Test is successful in this regard, as it has lifted a veil over David Bowie's Diamond Dogs (a Japanese SHM CD release). During the opening of Future Legend, just before the band crashed in the album's title track, we found ourselves able to isolate the hustle and bustle in the
faux crowd that we hadn't seen before in countless listeners. Similarly, the lilting piano chorus in Sweet Thing was raised above the improvised chaos of this track. The use of the Qutest was like listening to the song again for the first time. But a good DAC is not only defined by details. It's also about making an immaterial,
heightened emotional connection to your music. Queen Live at the Rainbow '74 (CD), carefully restored and remastered, hit us in the chest. Freddy teases 'Here I stand' before the band thunders in Now I'm Here, seemed almost three-dimensional over this chorus. Switching from 16-bit to 24-bit files is just as
entertaining. Fritz Kreisler's Viennese Caprice, a delightful dance for violin and orchestra, confirms a wonderful lightness of touch, while Mozart's piano sonata in B major is deliciously atmospheric. Close your eyes and you could walk almost next to the composer to the Maria Prain church on the outskirts of Salzburg.
Image Credit: Chord Electronics How does it work? While a lot happens under the hood, four frequency shape filters are available that adjust the tonal characteristics of the DAC. They include Incisive Neutral, Incisive Neutral with an RF roll-off, warm and with an RF roll-off. It is best to use the marking of this with a pinch
of salt. The differences between them are much more subtle than their tags suggest. According to the notes provided by Chord, the Incisive Neutral filter provides a complete, unexpurgated sound spectrum, regardless of Sampling rate, while the RF roll-off edition is for use with HIGH sampling rate PCM. The warm filter
aims to do what it says on the can, again with an RF roll-off filter for high-resolution PCM playback. If all this sounds a bit familiar, it's because it is. The Qutest has the same DAC design and frequency filter set as the much more expensive Hugo 2 (1800 USD). The difference is that there is no headphone amplifier or
battery here. Despite its handy size, the Qutest is unapologetically a desktop design. Maybe there is no Bluetooth on-board function. Of the four filters, our standard was the Incisive Neutral, simply because of its breathtaking clarity, which offers an almost seismic definition between instruments and vocals and invites you
to dissect familiar songs. Final verdictWhile the proprietary FPGA technology behind the Test may be wittyly complex, you don't need to understand how it works to appreciate the nuance and details it reveals. That being said, providing wonderfully detailed sound and exhilarating listening, the Qutest is a fabulous desktop
DAC. There are minor caveats, such as the lack of MQA support and Bluetooth - and the design is definitely idiosyncratic - but there's no question that it's a flawless musical performer. The Chord Qutest is a perfect fusion of science and art. Art.
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